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Helical Majorana edge states at the 2D boundaries of 3D topological superconductors can be
gapped by a surface Zeeman field. Here we study the effect nested defects imprinted on the Zeeman
field can have on the edge states. We demonstrate that depending on the configuration of the field
we can induce dimensional reduction of gapless Majorana modes from 2D to 1D or quasi-0D at
magnetic domain walls. We determine the nature of the Majorana localisation on these defects as a
function of the magnitude and configuration of the Zeeman field. Finally, we observe a generalisation
of the index theorem governing the number of gapless modes at the interface between topologically
non-trivial systems with partial Chern numbers.

PACS numbers: 73.20.At, 74.20.Rp, 03.65.Vf, 71.10.Pm, 74.90.+n

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years interest in topological phases of matter
has increased due to their fascinating properties and pos-
sible applications in spintronics and topological quantum
computation. The latter is based on encoding quantum
information in non-Abelian anyons and manipulating it
by braiding the anyons with each other [1]. A rich variety
of non-Abelian anyons are predicted to emerge as quasi-
particle excitations in fractional quantum Hall liquids.
Unfortunately, the fragility of these systems complicates
the creation, characterisation and manipulation of any-
onic excitations. Hence, alternative media are sought
that can support anyons.
Topological superconductors (TS) are an experimen-

tally versatile medium comprising of free fermions with
topological band structure. They are expected to support
non-Abelian anyons in the form of Majorana zero energy
modes localised at the core of vortices [2]. In fact, it is
well known that TS support gapless Majorana modes lo-
calised at their boundaries that are decoupled from the
bulk states of the system. Depending on the dimension
of the TS they can support on their boundary 0D, 1D
and 2D Majorana modes, like the Kitaev chain [3], the
2D p-wave TS in the class D [4] and the 3D TS in the
class DIII, respectively [5].

The study of gapless modes localised at defects in topo-
logical condensed matter and other systems has been long
and fruitful [6–12], from the prediction of solitons in poly-
acetylene [13, 14] and vortex fermions [15, 16] to Majo-
rana modes trapped at vortex cores in the p+ ip super-
conductor [17]. Specific experimental implementations
that give rise to Majorana zero modes have been pro-
posed in superconducting-insulating heterostructures [18]
as well as semiconductor-superconductor heterostruc-
tures [2, 19–21]. Finally, it has been shown that 1D de-
fects in the bulk of the 2D Kitaev honeycomb lattice can
trap gapless Majorana modes [22].
In this paper we study the behaviour of Majorana

modes at the boundary of a 3D TS in class DIII, which
has both particle-hole (PH) and time-reversal (TR) sym-
metries. We initially consider a 3D model periodic in all
three spatial dimensions that is characterised by a 3D
winding number ν3D ∈ Z. We then create a boundary
by breaking the periodicity in the z direction. The two
disconnected surfaces naturally support gapless helical
Majorana modes exponentially localised at the bound-
ary. In order to gap these modes we introduce a TR-
breaking Zeeman field thus effectively creating a 2D TS
in class D. The topological phases at each boundary are
unlike purely 2D TS as each of the two surfaces of the
boundary is described by partial Chern numbers. As each
surface can be manipulated independently it is intriguing
to investigate how Majorana modes configure themselves
around a variety of defects. To probe this we first intro-
duce line defect in the Zeeman field between two regions
with opposite field orientation. We numerically demon-
strate that localised 1D Majorana modes live along these
defect lines. In order to create 0D Majorana modes, we
consider crossing 1D defect lines in the configuration of
the effective Zeeman field. We demonstrate that quasi-
0D Majorana modes are localised in the crossing points.
We demonstrate our analysis for TS with ν3D = 1 and
ν3D = 2. Overall we observe a generalisation of the well
known index theorem [23] that determines the number
of states at the interface between two system of differing
bulk topological invariant. Motivated by this we demon-
strate that the number of gapless Majorana modes is the
difference in the partial contributions to the Chern num-
ber of the boundary system, either side of a magnetic
domain wall.

In Section II we introduce the 3D DIII TS model. Sec-
tion III outlines the nature of the open boundaries and
definitions and notation associated with the effective Zee-
man field. Section IV introduces a Zeeman field con-
figuration with 1D magnetic domain walls. We present
numerical and analytical evidence showing this induces
dimensional reduction of the surface states from 2D to
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1D. Section V introduces the ‘chessboard’ configuration
of effective Zeeman fields. We present numerical evidence
showing the reduction of the Majorana modes from 2D
to 0D. Finally, in section VI we summarise the preced-
ing sections and suggest possible implementations using
magnetic impurities or superconducting-to-magnetic ma-
terial heterostructures.

II. THE MODEL

A. The Hamiltonian and its invariants

The TS system we study is defined on a 3D lattice of
size Nx×Ny ×Nz, such that the position of a lattice site
is given by j = (jx, jy, jz), where 1 ≤ jx,y,z ≤ Nx,y,z. At
each lattice site are two Dirac fermions a1,j and a2,j that
form a unit cell. We consider the real space tight binding
Hamiltonian given by [5]

H =
∑

j

{

∑

k=1,2

[

µa†k,jak,j +
1

2
+ ta†k,jak,j−x̂

+ 2ta†k,jak,j−x̂+ẑ + ta†k,jak,j+ŷ + ta†k,jak,j−ŷ+ẑ

+ ∆ak,jak,j−x̂ +∆ak,jak,j−x̂+ẑ

− ∆ak,jak,j+ŷ +∆ak,jak,j−ŷ+ẑ

]

− 2i∆
(

a1,ja2,j+ŷ + a2,ja1,j+ŷ

)

+ 2i∆
(

a1,ja1,j+x̂+ŷ − a2,ja2,j+x̂+ŷ

)

+H.c.
}

, (1)

where µ,∆, t ∈ R are the chemical potential, pairing and
tunnelling coefficients respectively, and x̂, ŷ, ẑ are the
unit vectors along the principal axes.
Assuming translational invariance and periodic bound-

ary conditions we can introduce the Fourier transform,
ak,j =

∑

p e
ip·jak,p, and write Hamiltonian (1) in

Bogoliubov-de Gennes form, H =
∑

pψ
†
ph(p)ψp, where

p ∈ [0, 2π) × [0, 2π) × [0, 2π) and ψp = (ia1,p −
a†1,−p, a2,p− ia†2,−p, ia1,p+a

†
1,−p, a2,p+ ia

†
2,−p)

T/
√
2, the

spin-triplet basis. The kernel is given by

h(p) =

(

ǫ(p)I2 Θ(p)
Θ(p)† −ǫ(p)I2

)

, (2)

where ǫ(p) : T 3 7→ R is the insulating part with I2 the
two-dimensional identity matrix and Θ(p) = i(d(p)·σ)σy
is the spin-triplet pairing function with σ = (σx, σy, σz)
the vector of Pauli matrices and d : T 3 7→ R

3. The model
possesses both PH and TR symmetries. This implies the
kernel Hamiltonian satisfies

CPHh
∗(p)C†

PH = −h(−p),
CTRh

∗(p)C†
TR = h(−p), (3)

where CPH = I2⊗σx and a CTR = iσy ⊗ I2. As C2
PH = 1

and C2
TR = −1 the symmetry class of the Hamiltonian

is DIII. The model supports multiple gapped phases sep-
arated by gappless regions, where each phase is charac-
terised by a bulk winding number [24]

ν3D =
1

2

∑

d(p∗)=0

sgn
{

ǫ(p∗)
}

sgn
{

det
[

J[d(p∗)]
]

}

(4)

where p∗ are the points in the Brillouin zone for which
d(p∗) = 0 and J is the Jacobian. The model defined by
(1) supports bulk winding numbers ν3D = 0,±1 depend-
ing on the values of the couplings µ, ∆ and t.

Consider the case where the system is in the topolog-
ical phase, characterised by ν3D = ±1. When we intro-
duce open boundary conditions in the z direction the sys-
tem supports gapless surface states. Each surface of the
boundary support a single Dirac cone that crosses zero
energy at some point in the Brillouin zone; each surface
state has linear dispersion. More generally, it was found
[5] that the number of Dirac cones at each surface is equal
to ν3D when ν3D 6= 0.

One can introduce an energy splitting ∆E in the sur-
face states (to be distinguished from the bulk supercon-
ducting gap) by applying an effective Zeeman field to the
boundary surfaces. In this event, when one considers the
states of both the top and bottom surfaces together, their
effective Hamiltonian in the low energy limit is that of a
2D TS in the class D. Such a system has a Chern number
ν2D such that ν2D = ν3D [5]. To evaluate ν2D we con-
sider the contributions from each boundary surface, the
top (T) and the bottom (B). The states on each surface
make contributions νb ∈ 1

2Z, b = T,B, defined by

νb = −
∑

K on b

i

2π

∫

BZ

d2p tr
(

PK,p̄

[

∂px
PK,p̄, ∂py

PK,p̄

]

)

.

(5)
whereK denotes a Dirac cone, PK,p̄ are the projectors on

the states that define each cone and p̄ = (px, py) ∈ BZ is
the two-dimensional Brillouin zone of the boundary [5].
These partial Chern numbers sum to the full Chern num-
ber of the boundary

∑

b νb = ν2D ∈ Z, that characterises
the topological phase of the whole boundary. This no-
tion of considering the boundary consisting of the top
and bottom surfaces as one delocalised system is of key
importance in this work.

Given two TS with bulk invariants ν+ and ν−, it is
known [23] that the number of gapless states N at the
interface between the two systems is given by

N = |ν+ − ν−|. (6)

A system with an open boundary is equivalent to having
ν− = 0 and as such the number of gapless edge states is
simply |ν+|. The bulk models presented in this paper are
consistent with this description.
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B. Eigenvalues, eigenvectors, and spectral fermions

We can factorise (1) into the form

H = Ψ†ΛΨ, where Ψ =
⊕

j









a1,j
a†1,j
a2,j
a†2,j









. (7)

The kernel Λ is a square matrix of dimension dim(Λ) =
4NxNyNz. The positive eigenvalues of Λ are enumerated
En, 0 ≤ n ≤ dim(Λ)/2, where E1 ≤ E2 ≤ ... ≤ Edim(Λ)/2.
The eigenstates of Λ are given by

|κn〉 =
∑

j

∑

k=1,2

∑

ρ= ,

αjkρ |j〉 ⊗ |kρ〉 , (8)

where |j〉 are the position basis states and |kρ〉 are mode
basis states given by

|1 〉 = (1, 0, 0, 0), |1 〉 = (0, 1, 0, 0),

|2 〉 = (0, 0, 1, 0), |2 〉 = (0, 0, 0, 1). (9)

In (8) the complex number αkρj is the amplitude of the

ak (ρ = ) or a†k (ρ = ) fermionic mode at the site j.
Particle-hole symmetry dictates that for every eigenstate
|κn〉 with eigenvalue En there exists a conjugate state
|κ−n〉 with eigenvalue E−n = −En such that |κ−n〉 =
CPH |κn〉 where CPH =

⊕

j I2 ⊗ σx.

The Hamiltonian (1) can be rewritten in the diagonal
basis

H =
∑

n

(

Enã
†
nãn + E−nã

†
−nã−n

)

, (10)

where ãn = 〈κn|Ψ and ãn = ã†−n (see Appendix
A). These ‘spectral’ Dirac fermions obey the canonical
fermionic anticommutation relations. We can decompose
these fermions into spectral Majorana modes in the fol-
lowing way

ãn =
γ̃1,n + iγ̃2,n

2
, (11)

where γ̃g,n = γ̃†g,n and {γ̃g,n, γ̃g′,n′} = 2δnn′δgg′ . In this
basis Hamiltonian (10) is given by

H = i
∑

n

Enγ̃1,nγ̃2,n, (12)

up to a constant shift in energy. It is possible to extract
the amplitude of a given spectral Majorana fermion at
a given site j, hereby denoted |Γg,n(j)|, from the eigen-
states of the kernel Λ (see Appendix A).

Each time we introduce a defect the Majorana modes
may become localised around it. To describe this be-
haviour we introduce a vector of real parameters, ξ =
(ξx, ξy, ξz), that describes the localisation of a Majorana

FIG. 1: A schematic representation of the boundary of the
3D superconductor. Due to the periodic boundary conditions
in the x and y directions, the top and bottom surfaces that
constitute the boundary can be viewed as a pair of tori, T 2

T

located at jz = Nz, and T
2

B located at jz = 1.

mode around a defect point, line or surface, in the fol-
lowing way. A spectral Majorana mode will decay as

|Γg,n(J)| ∝ e−‖ξ·(j−j
0
)‖, (13)

where ξx, ξy, ξz ∈ R are inversely proportional to the lo-
calisation length along their corresponding direction and
‖ξ · (j − j0)‖ =

∑

i=x,y,z |ξi(ji − (j0)i)|. The parame-
ter j0 defines the point, line or plane to which a state
is localised. For example, a state localised to the plane
located at z = Nz has j0 = jxx̂+ jyŷ+Nzẑ, where Nzẑ

define the position of the plane in the z direction and jx,
jy are the coordinates on the plane. On the other hand
a state localised in the x direction to a line that passes
through the point (0, a, b) has j0 = jxx̂+ aŷ + bẑ.

III. 2D MAJORANA MODES

A. Open boundaries

We initialise the system in the ν3D = 1 phase (µ = 3,
t = ∆ = 1) and break the periodic boundary condition
in the z direction. The system’s boundary can be viewed
as a pair of toroidal surfaces T 2

T , located at jz = Nz,
and T 2

B , located at jz = 1, as shown in Fig. 1. The
energy spectrum of the kernel Λ acquires a set of four
mid-gap states {|κ1〉 , |κ2〉 , |κ−1〉 , |κ−2〉} that have eigen-
values {E1, E2,−E1,−E2} respectively. In the current
configuration we have E1 = E2 = 0. The four states cor-
respond to two spectral Dirac fermions ãi, where i = 1, 2,
and their PH symmetric partners. As previously as-
serted, these spectral Dirac fermions can be decomposed
into four spectral Majorana modes γ̃g,1 and γ̃g,2. If we
plot the spatial distribution of these four gapless Ma-
jorana modes, we find that γ̃1,1 and γ̃1,2 are supported
on T 2

T , while γ̃2,1 and γ̃2,2 are supported on T 2
B . All

of the Majoranas are completely delocalised in the x-y
plane while being exponentially localised to their respec-
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tive surfaces in the z direction. This is succinctly ex-
pressed as

|Γ1,n(j)| ∝ e−‖ξ·(j−j
0,T )‖, |Γ2,n(j)| ∝ e−‖ξ·(j−j

0,B)‖,
(14)

where j0,T = jxx̂+jyŷ+ ẑ, j0,B = jxx̂+jyŷ+Nzẑ, and
ξ = (0, 0, ξz). Numerical evaluation finds that ξz ≈ 1.6.

B. Effective Zeeman field

We can induce an energy splitting in the gapless states
by introducing an effective Zeeman field at the boundary.
The Hamiltonian (1) becomes

H ′ = H +HΩ, HΩ =
∑

j

ψ†B · σψ, (15)

where ψ =
(

a1,j a2,j
)T

and B = (Bx, By, Bz) where
B = 0 for 1 < jz < Nz. We find that ∆E ∝ By for 0 ≤
By < 1.5. The other parameters Bx and Bz change the
position of the Dirac cones in momentum space [5], but
have no effect on the magnitude of ∆E. Due to the bulk-
boundary correspondence [25] the edge states are sepa-
rated from the bulk states and only a phase transition can
mix them. As a consequence, we can consider how the
boundary Hamiltonian HΩ acts on the edge states alone.
We can achieve that by projecting the boundary Hamil-

tonian onto the surface states |ψi〉 = 2ã†i
⊗

j |0a1
0a2

〉,
where

⊗

j |0a1
0a2

〉 is the fermionic vacuum. The result-
ing effective Hamiltonian is given by

Heff = N
∑

ij

〈ψi|HΩ|ψj〉 |ψi〉 〈ψj | , (16)

where N is a fitting parameter that is dependent on sys-
tem size. We introduce it to account for the fact that
the effective Hamiltonian is a two-dimensional object de-
rived from three-dimensional states. The eigenvalues of
Heff, denoted ∆ẼF , are degenerate and numerical eval-
uation finds that they are equal to the energy splitting
∆E. The Zeeman field induces a position dependent, lo-
cal coupling between the spatially varying (pseudo-)spin
degrees of freedom. One can rewrite the Heff in terms
of Majorana operators and show that the effective Zee-
man field couples all the various gapless Majorana modes.
Given that the effective Zeeman field term is local, only
zero energy Majoranas that have support on the same
site will contribute to the energy splitting. Further to
this, if the spatial distribution of the surface states |ψi〉
remains constant over the x-y plane as a function of By

then ∆Ẽ ∝ By. This is consistent with our previous
findings [5].

FIG. 2: (Top) A schematic representation of the configuration
of local effective Zeeman fields when localising the Majorana
modes to 1D. The system is periodic in the x and y direc-
tions while having open boundaries in the z direction. A
locally varying effective Zeeman field has been applied such
that sgn(By) = 1 for Ny/4 ≤ jy ≤ 3Ny/4 and sgn(By) = −1
elsewhere. Gapless Majorana modes appear at the interfaces
between the different local effective Zeeman fields, indicated
by the red dashed lines. (Bottom) The four gapless Majo-
rana modes localised to the four interfaces between regions of
differing effective Zeeman field.

IV. 1D MAJORANA ZERO MODES

A. Effective Zeeman field configuration

We now present a scheme for reducing the dimension-
ality of the gapless Majorana modes from two to one di-
mension. We modify the effective Zeeman field such that
sgn(By) = 1 for Ny/4 < jy < 3Ny/4 and sgn(By) = −1
elsewhere. This creates a pair of magnetic domain walls
on each surface of the boundary. This configuration is
depicted in Fig. 2 (Top). If we initialise the system with
a large magnitude Zeeman field, we find that the four
mid-gap states are still present. The spatial distribution
of the four gapless Majorana modes has changed. Each of
the four Majoranas are still localised to the same tori as in
the uniform field configuration. However, the modes on
each surface are now spatially separated such that each
is exponentially localised to a different single magnetic
domain wall, as depicted in Fig. 2 (Bottom). In terms of
the previously defined notation the Majorana modes are
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FIG. 3: (Top) A plot of the energy splitting ∆E and the locali-
sation in the y direction ξy as a function of |By| (25×50×14,
µ = 3, ∆ = t = 1) for the 1D defect configuration. The

quantity ω = ∆ẼF /By decreases exponentially as the states
are progressively localised and their spatial overlap decreases.
The eigenvalue of Heff is shown as ∆ẼF and corresponds ex-
actly to ∆E. ∆Ẽ1D and ∆Ẽ2D correspond to the theoretical
predictions for the energy splitting based on the ansatz wave
functions ψ1D

i (r) (18) and ψ2D

i (r) (21). (Bottom) The en-
ergy gap ∆E and coherence length ξy for the system in the
1D defect configuration while varying the system size in the
y direction, for |By| = 1.5. As the system size increases the
size of the sgn(By) region remains Ny/4 < jy < 3Ny/4. As
the overlap between the gapless modes decreases the energy
gap, ∆E, decreases exponentially. The predicted energy gap,
∆Ẽ, accurately reproduces the numerically observed values.

localised as

|Γ1,1(j)| ∝ e−‖ξ·(j−j
0,T,1)‖, |Γ2,1(j)| ∝ e−‖ξ·(j−j

0,B,2)‖,

|Γ1,2(j)| ∝ e−‖ξ·(j−j
0,T,2)‖, |Γ2,2(j)| ∝ e−‖ξ·(j−j

0,B,1)‖,
(17)

−2 0 2

px

−5

0

5

E

FIG. 4: The energy dispersion of the system in the 1D defect
configuration (Ny = 50, Nz = 14, µ = 3, ∆ = t = 1), having
Fourier transformed the system in the x direction. The system
supports two pairs of degenerate counter propagating gapless
Majorana modes indicated in red, each localised at a different
defect line. The grey regions contain the bulk bands, not
explicitly shown here.

where j0,T,1 = jxx̂+
Ny

4 ŷ+Nzẑ, j0,T,2 = jxx̂+
3Ny

4 ŷ+

Nzẑ, j0,B,1 = jxx̂+
Ny

4 ŷ+ ẑ and j0,B,2 = jxx̂+
3Ny

4 ŷ+ ẑ
and coherence lengths ξ = (0, ξy, ξz), with ξz ≈ 1.90 and
ξy ≈ 0.94.

Fig. 3 (Top) depicts ξy and ∆E (computed via exact
diagonalisation) as a function of |By|. The localisation
parameter ξy was computed directly from the spatial am-
plitudes |Γg,n(j)| and was found to be proportional to
|By|. The energy splitting follows a linear increase which
transitions into an exponential decay to zero. The eigen-
value of the effective Hamiltonian Heff is also shown in
Fig. 3; it exactly corresponds to the energy splitting as
computed via exact diagonalisation. The behaviour of
the energy splitting can be attributed to the gapless Ma-
jorana modes on each surface coupling in the presence
of the effective Zeeman field, while simultaneously being
localised by that same field. This is made plain if we plot
ω = ∆ẼF /By, as shown in Fig. 3. As the magnitude of
the effective Zeeman field increases, the spatial overlap
in the presence of the coupling field between the different
states decreases exponentially.

B. Theoretical model

We can further reinforce this picture by theoretically
modelling this behaviour. We define four ansatz wave
functions ψi(r) with i = 1, 2, 3, 4, trapped at four po-

tentials of height |By| located at r10 =
Ly

4 ŷ + Lzẑ,

r20 =
3Ly

4 ŷ + Lzẑ, r
3
0 =

3Ly

4 ŷ + ẑ, and r40 =
3Ly

4 ŷ + ẑ,
where Lx, Ly and Lz are the system sizes in the x, y and
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z directions. The states can be written as

ψ1D
i (r) =

√

ξyξz
2LxȲ Z̄

e−
ξy
2
|y−yi|e−

ξz
2
|z−zi|, (18)

where Ȳ = (1 − e−ξyLy ) and Z̄ = (1 − e−ξzLz ). If we
calculate the energy shift associated with the overlap be-
tween the two states on each surface, neglecting overlaps
between states on different z levels, we have

∆Ẽ1D = 4
∑

i 6=j

∫ Lx

0

∫

3Ly
4

Ly
4

∫ l

0

dz dy dx ψ1D
i (r)V0ψ

1D
j (r),

(19)
where we have periodic boundary conditions and V0 =

|By|(1 − H(l − z)), where H(l − z) =
∫ l−z

−∞
δ(s)ds is the

Heaviside function and |By| is the strength of the poten-
tial that couples the 1D localised states. The Heaviside
function is introduced as the Zeeman field is applied ex-
clusively on the surface. The parameter l reflects the fact
that in the continuum case the Zeeman field penetrates
the bulk. We use l as a fitting parameter to map the
continuum model to the discrete case. Evaluating this
we find that

∆Ẽ1D = ξy|By|Lye
−

ξy
4
Ly

(

1− e−ξzl
)

. (20)

The plot of ∆Ẽ1D as a function of |By| is shown in
Fig. 3 (Top). By a numerical fit to the exact diagonalisa-
tion data we find that l ≈ L−1

y . In the region |By| > 0.2
of Fig. 3, there is a strong agreement between the be-
haviour of the numerical observations and the modelling
of the states by (18). We note that the value of ξy is
derived from the numerical data of the state amplitudes
only on the boundary. Similarly, the value of ξz is taken
to be an average over the surface. A more careful analy-
sis would require ξy = ξy(z) and ξz = ξz(y), which might
explain the slight deviation between the numerical and
the predicted values of ∆E. By averaging over the rele-
vant spatial variables we find a good match for the overall
behaviour of the surface physics. We also apply this for-
mula for varying Ly, as shown in Fig. 3 (Bottom). In the
region |By| < 0.2, the states are transitioning between
their extended 2D form and an exponentially localised
1D form. For small values of |By|, the states are closer
to the form

ψ2D
i (r) =

√

ξz
LxLyZ̄

e−
ξz
2
|z−zi|. (21)

The overlap of two of these states on the same surface in
the presence of the potential V0 = |By|(1 − H(l − z)) is
given by

∆Ẽ2D = |By|
(

1− e−ξzl
)

. (22)

The behaviour of this model is shown in Fig. 3, where we
have again taken l ≈ L−1

y . The initial linear increase in
∆E is accurately reproduced by assuming that the states
are spread evenly throughout the 2D surface, as modelled
by (21).

C. 1D reciprocal space

To determine the discretion relation of the 1D Majo-
rana modes, we Fourier transform the Hamiltonian in the
x direction, giving

H ′ =
∑

px

Ψ†
px
Λ(px)Ψpx

, (23)

where Ψpx
=

⊕

j̄

(

a1,j̄,px
, a†

1,j̄,px
, a1,j̄,px

, a†
1,j̄,px

)T

with j̄ =
(

jy, jz
)

and px ∈ [−π, π). The energy disper-
sion as a function of px is shown in Fig. 4. The spectrum
is PH symmetric and the bulk negative energy states are
separated from the bulk excited states by a bulk energy
gap. There is a set of eigenvalues that cross zero en-
ergy at px = 0. Because, the mapping that takes us
to the spectral Majorana modes is unitary, the crossing
states correspond to the four gapless Majorana modes
γ̃g,n now given by γ̃g,n,px

. In reciprocal space, the Majo-
rana modes no longer obey the reality condition and we

have γ̃g,n,px
= γ̃†g,n,−px

. This implies that the spectrum
for px > 0 is an inverted copy of px < 0. Furthermore,
the eigenvalue of γ̃1,n,px

is equal in magnitude to the
eigenvalue of γ̃2,n,px

but with opposite sign. This leads
us to conclude that γ̃1,1 and γ̃1,2 propagate in the same
direction, but in the opposite direction to γ̃2,1 and γ̃2,2,
as shown in Fig. 2 (Bottom).

D. Fractional Chern numbers and edge states

The behaviour of the surface states in the presence of
magnetic domain walls is commensurate with our under-
standing of chiral 2D TS. Given a pair of 2D class D topo-
logical superconductors on a torus, the number of gapless
Majorana states at the interface is equal to the difference
of their Chern numbers, as given in (6) [23]. This con-
figuration is shown in Fig. 5 (Top). In the presence of a
uniform non-zero effective Zeeman field the union of the
top and bottom surfaces of the 3D DIII model can be
considered to be a 2D class D TS [5]. The sign of the
partial contribution to the Chern number of each bound-
ary surface is equal to the sign of By at that surface.
When the magnetic domain walls are introduced we can
effectively view each magnetic domain as one-half of a
2D class D superconductor in its own right. The systems
either side of a domain wall have partial Chern numbers
of opposite sign, as shown in Fig. 5 (Bottom). We find
that the number of Majorana modes at each interface is
equal to the difference in the partial Chern numbers in
each magnetic domain on a surface. This suggests the
relation

N = |νb,+ − νb,−|, (24)

where νb,± are the partial Chern numbers either side of
a magnetic domain wall.
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FIG. 5: (Top) A schematic representation of a pair of 2D
class D TS on a torus. The dashed lines indicate a periodic
boundary. The Chern numbers of the systems differ by a sign.
Such chiral superconductors possess a pair of chiral counter-
propagating Majorana modes at their boundaries. The ori-
entation of the modes is defined up to a sign in the Chern
number. (Bottom) A schematic representation of a single sur-
face of our 3D DIII system. The two magnetic domain walls
trap one Majorana fermion each. The number of Majorana
modes is the difference of the partial Chern numbers in each
magnetic domain.

We can demonstrate the validity of (24) by starting
from relation (6) that gives the number of edge states be-
tween surfaces with integer Chern numbers. It is known
that the Chern number of a composite system of two
non-interacting 2D subsystems is equal to the sum of the
Chern numbers of the two subsystems. This property
holds true even if one of the Chern numbers is half inte-
ger, e.g. when one of the subsystems is the 2D bound-
ary of a 3D system. Consider now two neighbouring TS
with bulk invariants ν+ and ν− with N = |ν+ − ν−| gap-
less states at their interface. We superpose to them a
gapped 2D surface of a 3D system that has Chern num-
ber νb = 1/2. This surface supports no edge modes hence
it will not change the total number N of edge states. But
it will modify the total Chern number at either side of the
interface to become half-integer, giving eventually (24).

It is also possible to show the consistency of this new
relationship with the original index theorem. The Chern
number of the whole boundary of a system is defined as
ν2D =

∑

b νb. Take two copies of the 3D bulk system with
Zeeman field of opposite sign. One of the systems has
a boundary with Chern number ν2D,+ =

∑

b νb,+ while
the other has a boundary with Chern number ν2D,− =
∑

b νb,−. We now glue them together such that we have
periodic boundary conditions in the x and y directions

with the 1D defect configuration on the boundary of the
composite system, as described previously. The index
theorem (6) relates the Chern numbers of the boundaries
of both systems (the union of the top and bottom surfaces
of each) to the number of states that appear at their
interface. In the case when ν3D = 1 (6) tells us there
should be two states at the interface. We can rewrite (6)
in the following way

N = |ν2D,+ − ν2D,−|
= |νT,+ + νB,+ − νT,− − νB,−|
= |νT,+ − νT,−|+ |νB,+ − νB,−|
= NT +NB . (25)

where Nb = 1. The decomposition in the second step
is allowed because the quantities νb,+ − νb,− have the
same sign. The original index theorem is preserved as
the total number of states at the interface between the
two boundary systems is 2.

E. The ν3D = 2 Model

To demonstrate the generality of our results, we now
consider the defects at the boundary of a ν3D = 2 TS.
We consider the tight binding Hamiltonian

H2 =
∑

j

{

∑

k=1,2

[

µa†k,jak,j +
1

2

+ ta†k,jak,j−x̂ + ta†k,jak,j−x̂+ẑ

−∆ak,jak,j+x̂ +∆ak,jak,j−x̂+ẑ

]

− 2i∆
(

a1,ja2,j+ŷ + a2,ja1,j+ŷ

)

+ 2i∆
(

a1,ja1,j+x̂+ŷ − a2,ja2,j+x̂+ŷ

)

+H.c.
}

. (26)

When in the ν3D = 2 phase (µ = ∆ = t = 1) and with
open boundary conditions in the z directions, the model
supports two helical Majorana cones per surface. When
gapped by a uniform positive effective Zeeman field, each
surface contributes νT = νB = 1 to the total Chern num-
ber of the boundary system such that ν2D = 2. In the
language of the previous section, it supports eight mid-
gap states {|κn〉 , |κ−n〉}, n = 1, 2, 3, 4. This corresponds
to eight gapless Majorana modes γ̃g,n, g = 1, 2. A plot
of |Γg,n(j)| finds that the states are localised as

|Γ1,1(j)| ∝ e−‖ξ·(j−j
0,T,1)‖, |Γ2,1(j)| ∝ e−‖ξ·(j−j

0,B,2)‖,

|Γ1,2(j)| ∝ e−‖ξ·(j−j
0,T,2)‖, |Γ2,2(j)| ∝ e−‖ξ·(j−j

0,B,1)‖,

|Γ1,3(j)| ∝ e−‖ξ·(j−j
0,T,1)‖, |Γ2,3(j)| ∝ e−‖ξ·(j−j

0,B,2)‖,

|Γ1,4(j)| ∝ e−‖ξ·(j−j
0,T,2)‖, |Γ2,4(j)| ∝ e−‖ξ·(j−j

0,B,1)‖,
(27)

where ξ = (0, ξy, ξz), with ξz = 1.90 and ξy = 0.94.
Each magnetic domain wall supports two gapless Majo-
rana modes. The difference in the partial Chern numbers
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FIG. 6: A schematic representation of the configuration of
local effective Zeeman fields when localising the Majorana
modes to 0D. The system is periodic in the x and y directions
while having open boundaries in the z direction. The black
dots indicate the points at which the Majorana modes are
localised. In the central darker regions sgn(By) = −1, the
lighter corner regions have sgn(By) = 1 and the white regions
have By = 0.

either side of a magnetic domain wall is equal to the num-
ber of states localised to it; this is commensurate with
(24).

V. QUASI-0D MAJORANA MODES

We now consider the next iteration of nested defects
where we reduce their dimensionality from 1D to 0D and
study the arrangement of the surface Majorana modes in
this new configuration. Taking the ν3D = 0,±1 model
with Hamiltonian (1), to produce the defects we divide
the boundary surfaces into nine domains where the mag-
nitude of the effective Zeeman field is either zero or ±By,
as shown in Fig. 6. Numerical evaluation finds that
the four mid-gap states {|κn〉 , |κ−n〉}, n = 1, 2, are still
present. Calculation of the amplitudes of the four associ-
ated gapless Majorana modes finds that they are localised
at the following points

γ̃1,1 : j0,T,a =
Nx

4
x̂+

Ny

4
ŷ +Nzẑ,

γ̃1,2 : j0,T,b =
3Nx

4
x̂+

3Ny

4
ŷ +Nzẑ,

γ̃2,1 : j0,B,a =
Nx

4
x̂+

Ny

4
ŷ + ẑ,

γ̃2,2 : j0,B,b =
3Nx

4
x̂+

3Ny

4
ŷ + ẑ. (28)

We expect that the Majorana modes should be expo-
nentially localised to their respective points in regions of
non-zero effective Zeeman field, as in the 1D case. In the
regions of zero effective Zeeman field there is no suppress-
ing field and as such we expect a less stringent form of lo-
calisation. Numerical evaluation of the amplitudes |Γg,n|
finds that they are not rotationally symmetric about their
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FIG. 7: (Top) The energy splitting ∆E and localisation pa-
rameter ξxy as a function of |By|, for the chessboard configu-
ration of effective Zeeman fields. Shown is data from systems
of sizes Nx = Ny = 50, Nx = Ny = 60, Nx = Ny = 70,
Nx = Ny = 80, and Nx = Ny = 90. (Bottom) The eigenval-

ues of the effective Hamiltonian Heff, ∆ẼF , and the corrective
effective Hamiltonian H̄eff, ∆ẼF̄ . (Inset) The values of ∆E

(black dots) and ∆ẼF̄ (blue crosses) for |By| = 1.5 for differ-

ent system sizes. When ∆ẼF̄ is multiplied by a factor of 1.85
the two quantities are the same at all system sizes.

respective points. As expected, they are exponentially lo-
calised in the regions of non-zero effective Zeeman field
and polynomially localised in the regions with zero ef-
fective Zeeman field. Due to the polynomial nature of
the localisation into the regions of zero effective Zeeman
fields, we say that the Majorana modes are quasi-0D. A
plot of |Γ1,1| is shown in Fig. 8.
Assuming that Nx = Ny, we introduce the localisa-

tion parameter ξxy that refers to the exponential decay
coefficient corresponding to the decay of the gapless Ma-
jorana modes along the straight line that passes through
both quasi-0D Majoranas on a surface, which are shown
in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 (Top) shows the energy gap ∆E and ξxy
for varying |By|. We have presented data from systems
of various sizes. As |By| increases, we identify in Fig. 7
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FIG. 8: (Top) The energy splitting ∆E for chessboard con-
figuration of boundary fields for |By| = 1.5 for varying system
size in the x and y directions, such that Nx = Ny. A numer-
ical fit of the curve finds that ∆E ∝ N−2

x,y and will decay to
zero in the thermodynamic limit. (Bottom) The amplitude of
γ̃1,1 over the x-y plane at z = Nz.

(Top) two distinct behaviours. For small |By| we see ∆E
increasing in a similar manner to the 1D case studied in
Sec. IV. The states are transitioning between their 2D
delocalised form to their quasi-0D form. This initial lin-
ear increase is commensurate with the gap induced by
the effective Zeeman field on some 2D surface states, as
previously discussed. For larger |By| the energy gap ex-
ponentially decays to some constant value that depends
on the system size. Fig. 8 (Top) shows the value of ∆E
for varying system size, with |By| = 1.5. A numerical
fit finds that ∆E ∝ N−2

xy , and so for sufficiently large
system sizes ∆E → 0. Using this behaviour to extrapo-
late Fig. 7, we deduce that for a sufficiently large system
size and sufficiently large effective Zeeman field we have
quasi-0D zero energy states bound at the point-like de-
fects.

An effective description of the surface system is two
fold. The parts of the surface that experience a non-zero

Zeeman field are described by the effective Hamiltonian
Heff, as in the 1D case. Its eigenvalues ∆ẼF as a function
of |By| are shown in Fig. 7 (Bottom). For small values
of |By|, Heff accurately reproduces the numerically eval-

uated energy gap ∆E. For larger values of |By|, ∆ẼF

diverges from ∆E decaying too quickly as |By| increases.
As the magnitude of the Zeeman field becomes large the
regions of the surface that experience no Zeeman field
still support a significant proportion of the state. De-
spite the fact that they do not experience the coupling of
their local degrees of freedom via the Zeeman field they
still provide a contribution the energy gap. This contri-
bution arises due to the surface states being significantly
modified by the nested defects so that they are no longer
zero eigenstates of the bulk Hamiltonian, H. This extra
contribution can be seen by defining a second effective
Hamiltonian

H̄eff =
∑

αβ

〈ψα|H|ψβ〉 |ψα〉 〈ψβ | . (29)

The eigenvalues of H̄eff are degenerate and denoted ∆ẼF̄ .

Fig. 7 shows ∆ẼF̄ as a function of |By|. For small values

of |By|, ∆ẼF̄ is small and does not make a significant con-

tribution to ∆E. As |By| becomes large ∆ẼF̄ converges
to a constant value dependent on system size. It is this
contribution which accounts for the behaviour of ∆E for
large values of |By|. This can be seen in Fig. 7 (Bottom)

(Inset). The values of ∆E and ∆ẼF̄ for |By| = 1.5 are
the same up to a constant factor of 1.85.

This field configuration traps gapless Majorana modes
at 0D points that are at the interface between regions of
the surface that have partial Chern numbers νb = ± 1

2 .
As in the 1D case, the number of Majorana modes at
each point is the difference of the partial Chern numbers
either side of the interface. Where there are interfaces be-
tween regions of non-zero Zeeman field and regions that
experience no Zeeman field, no well localised Majorana
modes appear. We suspect that this is because (24) is
not well defined for gapless regions. An examination of
this field configuration implemented in the ν = 2 model
given in (26) finds that we simply double the number of
gapless Majorana modes at the four points given in (28).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have investigated the response of he-
lical Majorana modes at the boundary of a 3D TS in
the symmetry class DIII in the presence of nested de-
fects. Gapless Majorana modes become localised at these
defects, allowing states of dimension 2, 1 and quasi-0
to appear at the boundary of the system depending on
the effective Zeeman field configuration. Furthermore,
we observed a generalisation of the index theorem (6)
whereby the number of gapless Majorana modes trapped
at a given magnetic domain wall is the difference in the
possibly partial Chern numbers either side of a wall, as
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defined in (5). This relation holds in the case of edge
states localised at both 1D and 0D domain walls.
We suggest two possible implementations of such an

effective Zeeman field. First, in recent years much work
has been done on implementing effective Zeeman fields
through doping materials with polarised magnetic impu-
rities [26–43]. Through judicious doping of sections of
the surface of the superconductor, such that magnetic
domain walls are created in place of the defect lines in
our model, we can induce an effective Zeeman field cou-

pling between the different pseudo-spin components of
our model. Second, we could construct a superconduc-
tor to magnetic material heterostructure. By depositing
a layer of ferromagnetic material on the surface of the
superconductor, we can induce a spin-orbit coupling in
the surface of the superconductor [25, 44, 45]. If a mag-
netic domain wall is created in the magnetic material,
this would correspond to a change in the sign of the effec-
tive spin-orbit coupling, as needed of the implementation
of nested defects.
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FIG. 9: A diagram showing the set of transformations that
map between the different fermion pictures. Ψ are the con-
stituent Dirac fermions, Ψγ are the constituent Majorana
modes, Ψ̃ are the spectral Dirac fermions and Ψγ are the
spectral Majorana modes. V is the unitary matrix found via
the singular value decomposition of Λ.

APPENDIX A: REPRESENTATION

TRANSFORMATIONS

There exist a set of transformations depicted in Fig. 9
that map between different basis representations of H.
There are four distinct representations that are all re-
lated by a set of unitary rotations

{

Uγ , V, Ũγ

}

. The four
representations are as follows

• Ψ: constituent Dirac fermions, ak,j .

• Ψγ : constituent Majorana modes, γg,j .

• Ψ̃: spectral Dirac fermions, ãn.

• Ψ̃γ : spectral Majorana modes, γ̃g,n.

If we start with the H in the constituent fermion basis as
given in (7) we can rewrite Λ as its singular value decom-
position Λ = V DV †, where V is a unitary matrix who’s
columns are the eigenvectors of Λ and D is a diagonal
matrix containing the eigenvalues of Λ

V =
(

|κn〉 , |κ−n〉 , . . . , |κ1〉 , |κ−1〉
)

,

diag(D) =
(

En, E−n . . . , E1, E−1

)

. (A1)

By contracting V with the spinor Ψ we put the Hamil-
tonian in the form H = Ψ̃†DΨ̃ where Ψ̃ = V †Ψ. The
elements of Ψ̃ are the spectral Dirac fermionic opera-
tors that diagonalise the Hamiltonian, such that H =
∑

nEnã
†
nãn, and each spectral Dirac fermion operator

can be written as a sum of the constituent Dirac fermion
operators

ãn = 〈κn|Ψ =
∑

jk

(

ακi

jk

)∗
ak,j +

(

ακi

jk

)∗
a†k,j ,

ã−n = 〈κ−n|Ψ =
∑

jk

ακi

jk ak,j + ακi

jk a
†
k,j . (A2)

where ακi

jkρ come from the relevant eigenstates |κi〉 and

we note that ã†n = ã−n. These spectral Dirac fermion
operators can act on a fermionic Fock vacuum |∅〉 =
⊗

j |0a1
0a2

〉, such that

|ψi〉 = 2ã†i |∅〉 = 2
∑

j,k

ακi

jk a
†
k,j |∅〉 , (A3)

where the factor of 2 renormalises the state. |ψi〉 are the
eigenstates of H in the Fock representation.

Another useful representation is the Majorana fermion
basis. Via the unitary matrix

Uγ =
⊕

j

1√
2







1 1 0 0
−i i 0 0
0 0 1 1
0 0 −i i






, (A4)

we can rotate the Hamiltonian into a new basis H =
Ψ†U†

γUγΛU
†
γUγΨ = Ψ†

γΛγΨγ . The elements of Ψγ are
the constituent Majorana fermion operators γg,j , given
by

γ1,j =
a1,j + a†1,j

2
, γ2,j =

a1,j − a†1,j
2i

,

γ3,j =
a2,j + a†2,j

2
, γ4,j =

a2,j − a†2,j
2i

. (A5)

The eigenstates of Λγ are

|κn〉γ =
∑

j

4
∑

g=1

βjg |j〉 ⊗ |g〉 . (A6)

The final corner of the diagram in Fig. 9 corresponds
to the spectral Majorana fermion basis. It is related to
the spectral Dirac fermion basis via the unitary rotation
Ũγ , given by

Ũγ = Idim(Λ)/2 ⊗
(

1 1
−i i

)

, (A7)

where Idim(Λ)/2 is the dim(Λ)/2 dimensional identity ma-

trix. The elements of the spinor Ψ̃γ = ŨγΨ̃ are the spec-
tral Majorana fermion operators γ̃g̃,n, where g̃ = 1, 2.
such that

γ̃1,n =
ãn + ã†n

2
, γ̃2,n =

ãn − ã†n
2i

, (A8)

where each gapless Majorana can be expressed as a linear
sum of the γi,j operators

γ̃1,n =
1√
2

∑

j

[

ℜ
{

βκi

j1

}

γ1,j −ℜ
{

βκi

j2

}

γ2,j

+ ℜ
{

βκi

j3

}

γ3,j −ℜ
{

βκi

j4

}

γ4,j

]

,

γ̃2,n =
1√
2

∑

j

[

ℑ
{

βκi

j1

}

γ1,j −ℑ
{

βκi

j2

}

γ2,j

+ ℑ
{

βκi

j3

}

γ3,j −ℑ
{

βκi

j4

}

γ4,j

]

. (A9)

where βκi

jg come from the relevant eigenstates |κi〉γ .
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